
Influence behavior
and empower
travelers.
Tripkicks is a simple add-on to business 
travel programs that provides the tools 
to in�uence traveler behavior.



What’s the 
best option 
for me?

What do I 
need to 
know for my 
trip?

How can I 
influence 
traveler 
decisions?

How can I 
achieve my 
ESG goals?

How does 
travel 
support our 
corporate 
initiatives?

How can we 
maximize the 
value of a 
trip?
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Tripkicks empowers travelers with 
everything they need to make the best 
booking decisions. 
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Tripkicks shifts traveler decisions so 
that they align with the priorities of your 
travel program and your company.





Tripkicks Insights Banner
Displayed at the top of Concur Travel’s search 
results, travelers see a prioritized list of the most 
important information for their trip. Customize the 
banner with search-specific content. 

Dynamic Spend Targets
Displayed at the top within the Tripkicks Insights 
Banner, Spend Targets show travelers appropriate 
spend amounts for flights and for lodging.

Supplier Attributes
Displayed next to each flight and lodging option, 
simple icons and tips accentuate options that 
support program initiatives or feature unique 
offerings and amenities for the traveler.



Tripkicks Insights Banner
Tripkicks Insights banner sits at the top of the 
search results within Concur Travel, and 
displays all the most important insights that 
travelers need to know.

We partner with leading data providers to 
automatically present critical insights like entry 
restrictions, visa requirements, or anything else 
that could impact the trip. 

Insights are color-coded, and sorted based 
upon priority. You can also add custom insights 
and tips to display on all flight and all hotel 
searches, or to display on specific origin and 
destination pairs.



Discover the 
best options
Supplier attributes help travelers discover what’s best for them. 
You can call attention to suppliers with unique offerings or 
amenities that differentiate them from others.  Tripkicks uses 
simple icons and text to guide travelers and influence decisions.

Custom
Attributes
and Data

Integrate any custom data you have 
on specific properties or suppliers.

Healthy 
Hotels and 
Options

Call attention to hotels with healthy 
options for diet restrictions, fitness 
amenities, running trails, and other 
health-conscious attributes.

Eco-Friendly 
Flights and 
Hotels

Make it easy to see which flights are 
more eco-friendly than others and 
highlight sustainable properties with 
LEED certification and other 
environmentally focused priorities.

Supplier
Specific
Tips

Keep it simple by presenting custom 
tips and messages connected to 
specific properties or suppliers. Speak 
directly to travelers and guide them 
towards choosing options that are best 
for them and support your program 
goals and company intiatives.

Guide travelers to specific 
options, like hotels that are 
minority owned or flights that 
are more sustainable.



Kitchenette available

Breakfast included

Minority owned hotel

Eco-friendly hotel

Healthy hotel

High cleanliness review

Uniform security on-site

The sustainability icon guides travelers to flights 
and hotels that are more eco-friendly than others. 
Hover over to see more details, like this property 
which is LEED Certified.

Custom tips can be tied to suppliers, chains, or 
specific properties. You can use these to speak 
directly to travelers, and call extra attention to the 
option with a blue border.

Lodging

Help travelers discover your most preferred hotels and explain to 
them why they’ll love it. Choose which property-specific amenities 
travelers see, and create your own attributes from any custom 
data you have on suppliers and properties in your program.

Supplier Attributes



Travelers can easily see when they have unused 
tickets or credits available on a specific airline. 

Unused tickets available

Most often on-time

Eco-Friendly flight

Airline-specific content

Most preferred

Long layover time

Call attention to flights that are more eco-friendly 
than others, based upon the type of aircraft, 
number of connections, and total distance flown.

SAF agreement

Flights

Guide travelers to book with your most preferred airline on 
specific origin and destination routings, and empower them 
with information to differentiate the various flights and 
suppliers that appear within their search results. 

Supplier Attributes
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We’re on a mission to 
make business travel better.

Join us!
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